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Abstract
A linear empirical threshold condition ωE×B /γITG > 0.68s − 0.095 has been
found for the onset of the ion internal transport barriers in the JET optimised
shear database. Here, s is the magnetic shear, ωE×B the flow shearing rate and
γITG is an approximate of the linear growth rate of the ion temperature gradient
instability. The present empirical threshold condition for the ITB formation
will provide a first clear indication of the strong correlation of s and ωE×B at the
ITB transition. The empirical analysis consists of ITB discharges from a wide
plasma parameter range; the toroidal magnetic field varies between 1.8–4.0 T,
the auxiliary heating power between 10–30 MW and the diamagnetic energy
between 3–12 MJ. The predictive simulations of several ITB discharges with
the empirical ITB threshold condition reproduce the experiments with time
averaged prediction errors of the order of 10–25% in Ti and Te profiles and
10–15% in ne profiles as well as the toroidal flow velocity with errors of the
order of 10–20%. The simulated times of the onset of the ITB compared to
the experimental ones are typically within 0.4 s and the simulated ITB widths
within 0.1 in r/a throughout the whole simulations.

1. Introduction
Internal transport barriers (ITBs) have now been recognized as having the potential to operate
fusion machines in an improved confinement mode where the pressure gradients can drive the
required bootstrap current [1, 2, 3, 4]. At present, there is an urgent need to understand the
parameter dependence of the threshold for the ITB formation, the dynamics of the barrier and
the collapse of the barrier.
The physical mechanism of the ITB formation has not yet been clearly identified. The
ωE×B flow shear is commonly regarded as a very crucial factor in the ITB formation in
most theories [5, 6, 7] and also found to be important in most ITB experiments on different
tokamaks [8, 9, 10, 11]. Another crucial factor possibly contributing to the ITB formation is
the weak or negative magnetic shear in the plasma core region, demonstrated also on many
0741-3335/01/040507+17$30.00 © 2001 IOP Publishing Ltd
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tokamaks [1, 12, 13, 14]. The combined effects of ωE×B velocity shear and magnetic shear s on
turbulence suppression and transport in magnetic confinement devices have been investigated
in [15]. A third possible factor affecting the ITB formation are the low order rational qsurfaces, reported on JET and RTP in [16, 17, 18]. Other explanations for the ITB formation
consider Shafranov-shift-induced turbulence stabilization [19] and turbulence suppression by
the turbulence generated zonal flows [20]. The role of the inhomogeneity in the plasma, i.e.
the ion temperature gradient (ITG) and electron temperature gradient (ETG) modes can be of
major significance. The possible mechanisms listed above are not independent of each other
and most probably, the ITB formation is an interplay of two or more physical mechanisms.
ITBs have been identified either separately in the ion and electron channels or, as is often
the case, with both ion and electron transport suppression occurring at the same barrier position,
although not necessarily simultaneously [21]. Typically on JET after the onset of the ITB,
χe drops approximately by a factor of 5 while χi falls by more than an order of magnitude,
almost to the neo-classical level in the plasma core. In the absence of any satisfactory theory
that is based on the first principles for the onset of the ITB, empirical predictive transport
models describing the suppression of the microturbulence and the further evolution of the
ITB have been developed [22, 23, 24]. Here, the standard transport equations for the ion and
electron temperatures, density, flow velocities and magnetic flux as well as various types of
turbulence models have been amended by the inclusion of an ITB transition model. In [23],
the ITB transition has been described as a jump from ELMy H mode or L mode to an improved
core confinement with a linear combination of a Hahm–Burrell flow shearing rate ωE×B [25]
and magnetic shear. An alternative method to the Hahm–Burrell flow shear model takes into
account the effect of the weak magnetic shear in addition to ωE×B flow shear mechanism.
There one has introduced a flow shearing rate factor which is called the Hamaguchi–Horton
shear parameter [26]. This has been used in the simulation of ITBs in [22], taking also into
account the magnetic shear effect as presented in Weiland model in [27]. Various numerical
techniques in order to allow time-dependent transport codes to dynamically follow bifurcations
to enhanced confinement regimes by self-consistently computing the effect of E × B shear
stabilization are investigated in [24].
In this paper, the ωE×B flow shear and the magnetic shear s are determined from the JET
optimized shear (OS) experiments at the ITB transition. These values are used to construct an
empirical ITB transition threshold condition in terms of the shear quantities ωE×B and s. This
empirical condition is further employed in predictive simulations to describe the ITB onset,
evolution and a possible collapse. The present empirical fit of s and ωE×B for the ITB transition
provides the first clear indication of the strong correlation of s and ωE×B at the ITB transition.
It will be further shown that the statistical error in the fit reduces significantly if instead of ωE×B
flow shear a quantity ωE×B /γITG is used. This indicates the significant role of ITG turbulence
/LT approximates the linear growth rate of the ITG
in the ITB formation in JET. γITG = vth√
type of plasma turbulence, where vth = 2kB Ti /mi is the ion thermal velocity with Ti being
the ion temperature and mi the ion mass, and LT = Ti /(∂Ti /∂R) is the ion temperature scale
length.
In finding the values of s and ωE×B at the ITB transition from the experimental data,
special attention must be paid to determining the location and time of the onset of the ITB.
This is complicated by the limited accuracy in spatial and temporal resolution of the charge
exchange spectroscopy (CXS) (temporal resolution ≈ 50 ms, spatial resolution ≈ 10 cm),
electron cyclotron emission (ECE) and magnetic measurements. Motional Stark effect (MSE)
measurements are not available for the JET OS discharges considered in this analysis and,
as a consequence, the magnetic shear calculated by EFIT [28] without MSE measurements
has large error bars. Therefore, s is inferred from interpretative JETTO [29] simulations,
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Figure 1. Time traces of the neutron rate Rnt , the central ion Ti and electron Te temperatures, the
central and volume averaged electron density ne , the diamagnetic energy Wdia , the heating powers
PNB and PIC and the plasma current Ip and toroidal magnetic field Bφ for the OS discharge pulse
No 46664. ITB appears at t = 5.6 s (shown by the vertical dashed line) and L–H mode transition
occurs after t = 5.1 s.

i.e. only Faraday’s equation is solved for the current by using the neo-classical conductivity
and external sources for current, but all the other quantities (temperatures, densities, plasma
current, toroidal magnetic field, Zeff , etc.) are taken from the experiment. The time for the
onset of the ITB is inferred from the sudden increase in the τITER−97 confinement time. The
possibility of the increase in the confinement time being due to the L–H transition can be
excluded by checking the Dα signal. After determining the time for the onset of the ITB, the
radial location is inferred from the large gradients in the temperature profiles. A dimensionless
criterion for characterising ITBs was reported very recently in [30]. That method, also based
on the similar determination of the temperature gradients, is not used here, but it gives similar
results.
Figure 1 shows time traces of typical plasma parameters from a Bφ = 3.4 T, Ip = 3.4 MA
(peak) OS discharge No 46664. This pulse was selected because it has a very strong and clear
ITB formation, both in time and space, and also the time evolution of the ITB can be tracked
with small experimental errors. The ITB forms at t = 5.6 s and this can be seen as a sudden
increase in Rnt signal at the same time in figure 1. The discharge ends up with a disruption
due to the emergence of a pressure driven kink instability at t = 6.5 s.
The paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 illustrates the calculation of the
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radial electric field Er and its different components with and without ITBs in JET. In section 3,
the ITB formation is studied in terms of ωE×B shearing rate and magnetic shear s. An empirical
threshold condition for the ITB formation is found. That empirical ITB transition condition
is applied in predictive simulations to an extensive set of JET OS plasmas in section 4. The
maximum simulation errors in Ti , Te , ne and the toroidal rotation velocity vφ as well as ITB
formation time and location are also estimated. Finally, we summarize and discuss the results
in section 5.
2. Calculation of the radial electric field Er
The radial electric field for the main plasma ions is calculated as follows:
Er =

1 ∂pi
− vθ B φ + v φ B θ ,
Zeni ∂r

(1)

where vθ and vφ are the poloidal and toroidal velocities and Bθ and Bφ the poloidal and
toroidal magnetic fields, respectively, ni is the ion density, Z is the ion charge number and
e the elementary charge. Experimentally measured values for all other quantities except vθ
are available in the calculation of Er , and due to the lack of measurements of vθ in JET, it is
assumed to be neo-classical. The validity of this assumption has been discussed in [31] and it
was concluded that anomalous viscosity can be neglected compared to neo-classical viscosity
provided that the typical scale length of the poloidal rotation is much longer than the poloidal
Larmor radius of the ions. Within the present model for vθ , we do not consider either ripple- or
turbulence-originated sources of torque for poloidal rotation, although such mechanisms may
play a role in the ITB formation in some configurations [20, 32]. Toroidal rotation velocity
vφ is measured by charge exchange spectroscopy using the carbon impurity. The difference
between the toroidal rotation of the carbon impurity and the main ion for plasmas with NBI
(large momentum input) is found to be at most of the order of 10–15% at radii where the ITBs
take place. The correction has been calculated with an equation given in [33].
The radial electric field and its different components are shown 0.6 s before the ITB
transition in figure 2 (a) and 0.6 s after the ITB formation in figure 2 (b) for the JET discharge
No 46664. The contribution from the toroidal rotation (dash-dotted curve) is clearly dominant
in the total Er (thick solid), both before and after the ITB formation. The dominance of
Er,φ = vφ Bθ in Er becomes even more pronounced because the poloidal velocity term
1 ∂pi
Er,θ = vθ Bφ (dotted curve) almost cancels out the pressure gradient term Er,∇p = Zen
i ∂r
(dashed curve), the difference being indicated also in figure 2. The partial cancellation of
these two terms is a direct consequence of the used neo-classical model for vθ in the bananaregime. The magnitude of Er and its all components are about 5 times larger after the formation
of the ITB than before it. The footpoint of the ITB is at ρ ≈ 0.56 in figure 2 (b). The values
for Er and its different components are found to be of the same order of magnitude and follow
the same qualitative behaviour for other JET OS discharges as well.
In JET, the toroidal rotation produced mainly by the co-rotating neutral beam injection
(NBI) always gives a positive contribution to Er as illustrated in figure 2. For co-injected NBI,
the dominant contribution from the toroidal rotation term Er,φ to the radial electric field and its
gradient is reduced by the sum of the two remaining terms, i.e. pressure gradient and poloidal
rotation terms as (Er,∇p − Er,θ ). Then if the pressure gradient is increased, Er and its gradient
is decreased, thus hindering the formation and expansion of the ITB. However, in the case
of counter-injection the toroidal rotation term and the remaining two terms add to each other,
increasing Er with increasing pressure gradient. Consequently, there is a reason to expect that
the ITBs would be wider for discharges with the counter-injected NBI because increasing the
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Figure 
2. Er and its components 0.6 s before (a) and 0.6 s after (b) the ITB formation as a function
of ρ = &/π Bφ /aeff with aeff being the radius of the circle covering the same area as the elongated
plasma for JET pulse No 46664. The footpoint of the ITB is shown by the vertical dashed line in
(b).

gradient of the radial electric field will reinforce the positive effect of ωE×B shearing rate on
the turbulence suppression and further on the ITB formation. In addition, the counter-injected
current in the plasma core produced by NBI could help in decreasing the magnetic shear in the
plasma centre, thus further facilitating wider ITBs.
Theoretically counter-momentum injection was predicted to lower the power threshold
to form an ITB and produce a wider ITB in [34]. Experimentally NBI counter-injection was
demonstrated to be better at sustaining the ITB compared to co-injection on TFTR [19, 36].
However, balanced-injection turned out to be enough or even better to sustain and form an
ITB on TFTR when the magnetic shear was negative in the core plasma. The advantage of
balanced-injection in reversed shear (RS) plasmas was also reported in JT-60U [9]. In DIII-D
negative central shear (NCS) plasmas, discharges with NBI counter-injection exhibited wider
ITBs compared to those with co-injection [35]. NBI co-injection produced a positive Er hill
which then gradually lead to the formation of relatively narrow ITBs with a very small power
threshold whereas with counter-injection, wider ITBs were obtained but with a higher power
threshold [35, 36]. In addition, the recently found promising steady state operating mode, socalled quiescent double barrier (QDB) mode requires necessarily a counter NBI [37]. When
comparing the time behaviour and the profiles of the different components of the radial electric
field before and after the ITB formation between different tokamaks, DIII-D plasmas with NBI
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co-injection are found to remind most of the present situation on JET.
To actively control the width and strength of the ITB, a flexible NBI system is needed.
Recent results from JT-60U indicate that changing the toroidal momentum injection, i.e.
toroidal rotation, by changing from co- to balanced or counter-injection or vice versa, the
width and strength of the ITB can be controlled [38].
3. ωE×B flow shear versus magnetic shear s in ITB formation
The ωE×B shearing rate is calculated following [25]


 RBθ2 ∂ Er 
,
ωE×B = 
Bφ ∂( RBθ 

(2)

where ( is the poloidal flux, R the major radius and Er calculated as in section 2. In figure 3,
we plot 13 ITB pulses in H mode, 3 ITB pulses in L mode and 3 pulses where no ITB was
observed for the ITB formation threshold condition of JET optimized shear discharges. The
plasma parameter range of the analysed pulses is very wide, i.e. Bφ varies between 1.8–4.0 T,
the input power in the range 10–30 MW and the diamagnetic energy in the range 3–12 MJ
among the investigated pulses. The magnetic shear s, calculated in an interpretative way by
JETTO [29], is presented before and after the ITB formation as a function of ωE×B in figure 3.
The diamonds denote the values of s and ωE×B ∼50 ms before the ITB formation and the stars
∼50 ms after it for OS pulses with ELMy H-mode edge. For L-mode plasma edge discharges,
the triangles symbolize s and ωE×B ∼50 ms before the ITB transition and the plus signs ∼50 ms
after the transition. The reason for using the instants ∼50 ms before or after the ITB formation
is the temporal resolution (50 ms) from CXS mesurements for Ti and vφ . The values of s and
ωE×B are taken at the location of the footpoint of the ITB. Thus, there are two sets of pairs that
belong to the same discharge, i.e. each diamond has a corresponding star that has originated
from the same discharge, calculated ∼100 ms later after the onset of the ITB (H mode), and
each triangle has a corresponding plus-sign that has come from the same discharge (L mode)
in a similar way. For the three discharges marked with circles, no ITB was observed. In these
cases, the values of s and ωE×B are taken at the most likely location and instant for an ITB to
take place. There are also three back transitions from an ITB state back to an ELMy H-mode
plasma included in the ITB transitions presented in figure 3.
There seems to be a trend in figure 3 that larger values of the magnetic shear require a
larger ωE×B shearing rate for an ITB to be formed. This trend can be seen as all the points
with larger s tend to be located more on the right-hand side, thus indicating larger ωE×B to be
needed to trigger the ITB for those cases. Also, there seems to be another trend in figure 3,
an obvious separation of diamonds and stars (H-mode discharges) and triangles and plus signs
(L mode discharges), i.e. values of ωE×B and s are different before and after the appearence of
the ITB. This separation is mainly horizontal, indicating that the ωE×B shearing rate increases
significantly within 100 ms time interval around the ITB formation whereas the magnetic shear
remains almost unchanged at the same time. In order to see whether the trend is clearer when
taking into account the turbulence growth rate we define a dimensionless ratio of the ωE×B
shearing rate to the maximum linear growth rate of the ITG type of plasma turbulence γITG ,
) = ωE×B /γITG where the linear ITG instability growth rate is γITG ∝ vi,th /R with vi,th being
the ion thermal velocity. To reach the maximum accuracy for the estimation of the growth
rates, more sophisticated models for the calculation of the ITG turbulence, such as Weiland’s
model [27, 39], should be used, but within the scope of this simplified empirical work we will
use only the simplified expression. Inclusion of the Weiland’s turbulence model is left for
future work.
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Figure 3. Magnetic shear and ωE×B at the ITB location for the ITB formation threshold condition.
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Figure 4. As in figure 3, but ωE×B shearing rate is divided by the ITG instability growth rate γITG
(x axis).

Figure 4 illustrates again the same ITB pulses for ITB formation threshold conditions,
with the only exception that now ωE×B flow shear is divided by the ITG instability growth rate
γITG . Now the separation of the discharges before the ITB formation (diamonds in H mode and
triangles in L mode) and after the formation (stars in H mode and plus signs in L mode) is more
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systematic than without dividing ωE×B by γITG as presented in figure 3. As a consequence, this
can be regarded also as an indirect indication that the ITG turbulence and the ITG turbulence
suppression play a major role in the ITB formation process with these JET OS discharges.
Since measurements of Ti and vφ are not always available at the instant of the ITB formation
because of the temporal resolution of CXS diagnostic, we will estimate more accurate values
for the shear quantities (s and ωE×B ) at the onset of the ITB. The procedure takes the mid-point
of each two points that belong to the same discharge in figures 3 and 4, i.e. linear interpolation of
the points that are definitely before (∼50 ms) and definitely after (∼50 ms) the ITB formation.
The resulting mid-points then depict the shear quantities at the onset of the ITB within the
experimental measurement accuracy in the s–ωE×B and in the s–) spaces. Figure 5 presents
the values of s and ωE×B in figure 5(a) and s and ) in figure 5(b) for the same discharges as
in figures 3 and 4, respectively. Naturally, the three discharges with no ITB are excluded in
figure 5.
b)
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Figure 5. As in figures 3 and 4, but linearly interpolated values for s, ωE×B and ) are used. Shown
also are the straight lines, i.e. the best fits calculated with the least-squares method.

Both scatter plots in figure 5 exhibit a linear trend indicating that linear regression is
reasonable. Therefore, by applying the least-squares method to the scatter plots in figure 5
a straight line in each figure can be estimated. The estimated regression line takes the form
s = 0.60ωE×B + 0.091 (ωE×B scaled by 105 ) in figure 5(a) and s = 1.47) + 0.14 in figure 5(b).
The standard deviations for the slope and intercept terms are 0.14 and 0.081 in figure 5(a),
respectively and 0.13 and 0.031 in figure 5(b), respectively. Relatively small values for the
standard deviations of the estimators compared to the actual values of the estimators are found,
thus indicating small confidence intervals for the fit and further of an accurate fit of the straight
lines. Especially the curve s = 1.47) + 0.14 shown in figure 5(b) exhibits very small relative
standard deviations compared to its estimators.
The interpretation of the ITB formation in the s–) space could be the following: the
ωE×B flow shear must be large enough to tear apart the turbulent eddies thus suppressing
the long-wavelength ITG turbulence (γITG ) while at the same time small magnetic shear s
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helps to disconnect the turbulent vortices (e.g. ballooning modes) initially linked together by
toroidicity. Other possible mechanisms why the small magnetic shear is favourable to yield
an ITB at significantly smaller ωE×B shearing rate are the splitting of some global modes [40]
and some other topological modifications in the flux surface geometry [41]. This can be better
understood by rearranging the terms in the estimated regression curve as ωE×B > sγITG /1.47–
0.14γITG /1.47 = 0.68sγITG –0.095γITG . Consequently, there are two distinct regions in the s–)
space, separated by the line s = 1.47) + 0.14 in figure 5(b). Above the line an ITB does not
exist, whereas below it an ITB does exist. The ITB is formed or collapsed, depending on the
direction, when the line is crossed. The same rule is valid for all discharges in a wide Bφ , Pin
and Wdia parameter range when the ITB is formed at typical radii in the range ρ = 0.35–0.55.
Furthermore, both the ELMy H-mode and L-mode plasmas obey the same rule, although the
required ) to compensate the magnetic shear is smaller due to smaller s at the footpoint of the
ITB with an L mode edge. Moreover, the three ITB back transitions included in the analysis
fit well in the same straight line.
Another point worth mentioning is the intercept term in s = 1.47) + 0.14. A positive
intercept implies that a negative or zero magnetic shear should be a sufficient condition for an
ITB to exist. It is known from the theory that negative magnetic shear has a beneficial effect
on curvature driven instabilities [42, 43]. Recent results from the ongoing JET experimental
campaign with LHCD used also during the main heating phase to sustain negative s support
the theory of the turbulence suppression, ITB formation and enhanced high performance by
negative magnetic shear [44].
The time evolution of three ITB discharges in s–) parameter space is shown in figure 6.
Diamonds, interconnected with a dotted line, indicate that no ITB yet exists whereas stars,
interconnected with a dashed line, denote an existing ITB. The time interval between the
consecutive points is 250–400 ms, depending on the discharge. The values of s and ) before
the ITB formation are calculated at the location where the ITB later appears. After the ITB
formation the actual footpoint is followed. The thin solid lines between the last diamond and
first star mark the time interval during which the ITB is formed. The thick solid line is the line
s = 1.47) + 0.14 estimated with the least-squares method, and shown in figure 5.
Both s and ) are small at the beginning of the discharges, s because of the early phase of
the current ramp-up and ) because NBI is not yet switched on. The magnetic shear starts to
increase immediately because of the current penetration. When NBI is switched on after 2–3 s,
) also starts to increase, finally leading to the formation of the ITB. After the onset of the ITB,
it typically expands in radius and goes far from the s = 1.47) + 0.14 ITB formation threshold
curve, as is the case with pulses No 47413 and 46664. Pulse No 47413 is the longest steady-state
OS high performance DD discharge achieved on JET so far. Only the technical restrictions
on the high power NBI system were limiting the duration of the discharge. Discharge No
47413 is a pulse with an argon puff that was used to control the ELM activity at the edge
and thus, the measurements of Ti and vφ have some uncertainties, further leading to larger
uncertainties than normally measured by CXS in the toroidal velocity and pressure gradient
(Ti ) terms [45]. Pulse No 46664 has a very rapidly increasing neutron yield in the beginning,
but it ends prematurely with a disruption due to the pressure-driven kink instability. The time
traces of this discharge are shown in figure 1 and the radial electric field in figure 2. The
empirically estimated curve s = 1.47) + 0.14 can predict the ITB formation in s–) space
relatively well for both discharges. However, as an opposite case to the previous pulses where
full beam power were used, NBI power is decreased from 16 MW to 10 MW after the ITB
formation for the shot No 48971. Therefore, the power threshold for the ITB to exist is no
longer fulfilled and consequently, the ITB is lost only 1 s after its onset. This back transition
is also shown in figure 6 and predicted very well by the estimated ITB formation threshold.
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Figure 6. The time evolution of the magnetic shear as a function of ) for 3 OS discharges. The
same solid line, s = 1.47) + 0.14, as in figure 4 is also shown.

It should be noted that in evaluation of ) = ωE×B /γITG no account for the poloidal
dependence of that quantity has been taken. As ) here is defined, it is a flux-surface averaged
quantity. Thus, the effect of Shafranov-shift is not included. However, by redefinition of
ωE×B /γITG , its value on the outboard equator was determined and found to be about 10% larger
for the present JET OS discharges than the values calculated from equation (2). Firstly due to the
dominant role of ITG turbulence on JET, and secondly due to the relatively small Shafranovshifts of JET discharges, the effect of the Shafranov-shift-induced turbulence suppression
cannot be regarded as important as has been found, e.g. for the trapped electron mode turbulence
in TFTR experiments [19].
4. Predictive simulations by using s = 1.47Ω + 0.14 as the ITB formation condition
Predictive transport simulations of ITBs have been recently performed with several transport
models and codes by many authors [22, 23, 24, 46, 47, 48]. Modelling the formation and
dynamics of ITBs differs to some extent between the different transport models. At present,
we will test the empirical ITB formation threshold condition s = 1.47) + 0.14 found in
section 3 for several JET OS discharges. The mixed Bohm–gyro-Bohm transport model [49]
and validated in [23, 46, 49, 50] has been amended to include the ITB threshold condition. The
amended set of transport coefficients can be written in the following form:
χe = 1.0χgB + 2.0χB ,
χi = 0.5χgB + 4.0χB + χineo ,
χe χi
D = [0.3 + 0.7ρ]
,
χe + χ i

(3)
(4)
(5)
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where
χgB = 5 × 10−6

and





 ∇T 
 e
Te  2  ,
 Bφ 

(6)

χB = χB0 × *(−0.14 + s − 1.47))

(7)





 ∇(ne Te )  2
 q × Te (0.8ρmax ) − Te (ρmax ) .
χB0 = 4 × 10−5 R 
ne B φ 
Te (ρmax )

(8)

In equations (6), (7) and (8), Te and Ti are the electron and the ion temperatures, respectively,
ne is the electron density, Bφ the toroidal magnetic field, R the major radius and q is the
safety factor. χineo is the neo-classical term for the ion heat transport [51]. The non-locality
in the 
Bohm transport appears in the last term where ρ is the flux surface label defined by
ρ = &/πBφ /aeff with aeff being the radius of the circle covering the same area as the
elongated plasma. ρmax is the value of ρ at the separatrix in the L mode and on top of
the barrier in the H mode. & is the toroidal magnetic flux. All the quantities appearing in
equations (3)–(8) are expressed in SI units except the temperatures Te and Ti whose unit is
eV. The *-function multiplying the modified Bohm transport in equation (7) is the Heaviside
step function with the controlling parameter given by the ITB formation threshold condition
found in section 3. When the argument in the step function −0.14 + s − 1.47) = 0 changes
its sign, the ITB either forms (*(x < 0) = 0) or collapses (*(x > 0) = 1) as already
shown in figure 5. Physically, the Bohm-type of anomalous transport χB is fully suppressed
in equations (3)–(5), and the internal transport barrier forms.
The toroidal velocity is calculated from the momentum balance equation using the torque
from neutral beam injection as the source term. The anomalous toroidal viscosity coefficient
is assumed to be equal to the ion heat transport coefficient as in equation (4). There is
experimental evidence on JET and other tokamaks that in the NB heated plasmas, the toroidal
viscosity coefficient coincides with the ion heat diffusion coefficient, both radially (at least
inside r/a = 0.8) and with time [52].
The initial and boundary conditions for the ion and electron quantities as well as the
plasma current are taken from the experiment. The initial q-profile is calculated by EFIT and
Zeff and Prad are taken from the TRANSP analysis. Also, the power deposition profiles of NBI
and ICRH, and the torque are calculated by TRANSP. The standard Monte Carlo model was
used for calculating the NB power deposition profiles. For the calculation of the ICRH power
deposition profiles, the bounce-averaged Fokker–Planck code [53] was applied in TRANSP
calculations.
The time evolution of the average ion and electron temperatures and the volume averaged
electron density are shown in figure 7 for the JET OS pulse No 46664. This discharge was
chosen here because it is one of the worst cases when compared to the experimental data among
the analysed ITB pulses, especially in terms of the ITB formation produced by our model.
Thus, it gives some insight into the order of magnitude in the maximum errors calculated by
the present transport model with the ITB formation threshold condition. The temperatures, in
particular the ion temperature, are overestimated by the transport model. This is due to the
ITB threshold condition that triggers the ITB by 0.4 s too early for this discharge.
That the ITB is triggered too early by the model for that particular shot can be seen more
clearly in the temperature profiles shown in figure 8. The first time slice at t = 4.5 s is before
the main heating starts at t = 5.0 s and with an L-mode plasma edge. The L–H mode transition
occurs at t = 5.1 s and the ITB appears at t = 5.6 s. However, the present transport model
with the ITB threshold condition triggers the barrier already at t = 5.2 s, as illustrated by the
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Figure 7. Reproduction of the JET discharge No 46664. Dashed curve corresponds to the
experiment and solid curve is calculated by the transport model. The time evolution of the average
ion and electron temperatures and the volume averaged electron density are shown.

second time slice in figure 8. Both the temperatures are overestimated and the ITB clearly
exists in the simulation curves. The last two time slices describe the highest performance phase
where the ITB also exists in the experiment. The model overestimates by 5–7 cm the width of
the barrier at t = 6.0 s, but later before the disruption at t = 6.3 s, the location of the ITB is
in agreement with the prediction.
The simulated and experimental density and toroidal velocity profiles are presented at
the same instants as the temperatures in figure 9. The simulated toroidal velocity is zero at
t = 4.5 s because the source term in the toroidal momentum balance equation in the transport
model is the torque which is zero before the NBI heating.
A comprehensive predictive analysis includes several JET OS discharges from a wide
plasma parameter range of Bφ = 1.8–4.0 T, Pin = 14–30 MW and Wdia = 3–12 MJ. The
transport model with the ITB threshold condition is identical for all the analysed discharges.
To quantify the agreement between the modelling and the experiments, a statistical approach
to the simulation results is applied according to the following equations:

σY2 =

K


 N

j =1 [(Yexp (xj )

− Y (xj ))/Y (xj ) − mY,i ]2
N

i=1


/K,

(9)

where mY,i is defined as
mY,i =

N

(Yexp (xj ) − Y (xj ))
j =1

Y (xj )

/N.

(10)

The quantity σY2 stands for the variance between the experimental measurement and the
modelling result of the quantity Y , which can be in the present case either ne , Te , Ti or vφ . The
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t = 6.3 s. Dashed curve corresponds to the experiment and solid curve is calculated by the transport
model.
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Figure 9. As in figure 8, but for density and toroidal velocity.
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calculated quantity mY,i symbolizes the modelling offset of the quantity Y at time ti . The inner
summation from j = 1 to N in equation (9) is over the radial grid points (N = 301) from
ρ = 0.0 to ρ = 0.8 and the outer summation i = 1 to K is over evenly distributed K time
points within the time interval of the simulation, i.e. the instants where the radial profiles have
been taken. The reason for using ρ = 0.8 as the outermost point in the statistical analysis is
that no reliable CXS measurements for vφ are available beyond that radius in JET. Yexp (xj ) is
the measured value of the given quantity at the radial point xj and Y (xj ) is the simulated one
at the same point. Consequently, mY and σY characterize the time averaged modelling offset
and the time-averaged standard deviation, respectively, compared to the measured quantities
over the whole duration of the simulation.
Table 1. The prediction uncertainties of the transport simulations.
JET Pulse Number

47843

49196

47170

46664

47413

46998

Bφ [T]
Pin [MW]
Wdia [MJ]
Experimental ITB onset time [s]
Simulated ITB onset time [s]
Exp. ITB width at onset [r/a]
Sim. ITB width at onset [r/a]
Exp. ITB width in highest perf. [r/a]
Sim. ITB width in highest perf. [r/a]
σTi [%]
σTe [%]
σne [%]
σvφ [%]

1.8
14
3
2.1
2.3
0.42
0.44
0.30
0.41
23
24
13
—

2.5
16
4
4.4
4.1
0.28
0.28
0.29
0.40
17
9
11
9

3.0
25
11
5.6
5.4
0.50
0.42
0.54
0.57
18
7
6
16

3.4
22
10
5.6
5.2
0.44
0.48
0.56
0.57
20
16
6
10

3.4
30
12
6.2
6.1
0.53
0.42
0.58
0.52
17
15
7
19

4.0
20
6
6.3
5.7
0.32
0.38
0.33
0.34
29
12
17
17

The statistics shown in table 1 indicates that the temperature profiles Ti and Te generally
match the experimental data with prediction errors of the order of 10–25%, thus being of the
same order as the experimental measurement errors that are typically within 20% in JET. The
accuracy in ne and vφ profiles is even better, typically the time averaged prediction errors are in
the range of 10–20%. There is also a trend that the model triggers the ITB too early (pulse No
47843 is an exception) whereas no similar trend can be observed in the width of the ITB either
when it is formed or later during the highest performance phase. Furthermore, the magnitude
of the overall simulation error does not depend on the magnetic field nor on any other plasma
parameter.
5. Summary and discussions
The physical mechanisms of the ITB formation have been investigated with a significant
number of JET OS discharges. The analysis consisted of two different parts. The first one
concentrated on studying the experimental ITB data base, determination of the radial electric
field and the calculation of the ωE×B flow shear and the magnetic shear. The most important
result was the derivation of the empirical ITB formation threshold condition in terms of ωE×B
and s. In the second part, the ITB formation condition was implemented into the JETTO
transport code and the ITB formation was tested in a predictive way against several JET OS
discharges from a wide plasma parameter range.
The contribution from the toroidal rotation was found to be always the dominant
component in the radial electric field in JET. It produces a positive Er with co-injected NBI, as
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is typically the case in JET. When the magnetic shear was plotted as a function of the ωE×B flow
shear at the onset of the ITB, a clear linear trend, i.e. the ITB formation threshold condition
was found. The statistical error of this trend was smaller when the ωE×B shearing rate was
divided by γITG , thus indicating the evident role of the ITG turbulence in the ITB formation.
The empirical ITB formation threshold condition takes the form s = 1.47ωE×B /γITG + 0.14.
By rearranging the terms in the equation one obtains ωE×B > 0.68sγITG − 0.095γITG . This
empirical ITB formation condition is valid for flat, weakly positive and positive magnetic shear
regions such as found in the JET OS plasmas, but not necessarily for negative magnetic shear
plasmas, as is the case with NCS plasmas in DIII-D or RS plasmas in JT-60U or TFTR. The
role of Shafranov-shift in the ITB formation on JET turned out to be modest, giving only about
a 10% local increase in ωE×B /γITG which is well within the measurement accuracy.
The physical picture of the ITB formation could be the following one: ωE×B flow shear
must be large enough to tear apart the turbulent eddies thus suppressing the long wave length
ITG turbulence (γITG ) while at the same time the magnetic shear s must be small enough to
disconnect the turbulent vortices initially linked together by toroidicity. In addition to toroidal
decoupling by small magnetic shear, it can split some global modes and can also make some
other beneficial topological modifications in the flux surface geometry. It is also known from
theory that negative magnetic shear has a favourable effect on curvature driven instabilities.
The comprehensive predictive analysis included several JET OS discharges from a wide
plasma parameter range. The Bohm–gyro-Bohm transport model was amended with the
empirical ITB formation condition in JETTO transport code. The predictive simulations
reproduce the experiments with time averaged prediction errors of the order of 10–25% in
Ti and Te profiles while the uncertainties in ne and vφ are in the range of 10–20%. The
simulated times of the onset of the ITB compared to the experimental ones are typically within
0.4 s and the simulated ITB widths within 0.1 in r/a throughout the whole simulations. The
initial q-profile from EFIT and torque from TRANSP turned out to be the most sensitive input
parameters. When the simulations are started early enough, the plasma current has enough
time to evolve self-consistently and, as a consequence, the sensitivity to the initial q-profile
can be eliminated. The sensitivity of the simulation predictions on the slope (=1.47) in the ITB
formation condition s = 1.47ω/γITG + 0.14 was rather weak. By increasing or decreasing the
slope by 40%, advanced or delayd, respectively, the ITB formation time by 0.10-0.25 s, and
correspondingly the width of the ITB by 0.05–0.10 in r/a. The sensitivity on the intercept
term (= 0.14) was somewhat larger.
Future efforts will be aimed at extending the model to include a treatment of the ETG
mode, which may affect the electron transport [54]. In the present work, the ITB formation
threshold condition was derived mainly from the ion transport channel, but the same ITB
triggering condition was also applied to the electron transport. However, it is likely that the
electron temperature profiles would be in better agreement with experiments when the ion and
electron transport channels are separated. An important and useful way to proceed in future
is to test the ITB formation threshold condition found in this study for discharges from other
tokamaks where the plasma parameters and experimental settings, in particular the magnetic
shear, are similar to that of the present JET OS operation mode.
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